Accessories are the perfect way to put your unique stamp on your layout and make it come alive. Your trains need scenery to pass, places to stop, and passengers to carry. M.T.H.’s fully assembled, easy-to-wire accessories are an easy way to add the buildings, signals, signs, and even people that bring a layout to life. Choose your favorite accessories to create the world you want.
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RailKing Accessories

RailKing offers a wide variety of RailKing® accessories, from realistic O Scale towers sure to please Hi-railers to ... and many have lighting and operational features. These accessories add the extra touches that help make a layout special.

**O Gauge Track Activation Device (TAD)**
- Item No. 10-1037
- $9.95

Operate your RailKing accessories or any manufacturer's trackside accessories with this easy-to-use track activation device for tubular track. Simply slide the TAD under your tubular track section, dial in the weight setting of your consist, wire up the connections to your accessory and you're ready for hands-free accessory operation! For a more automated approach, try using our RealTrax ITAD with any manufacturer's tubular track operation. The RealTrax ITAD can be easily modified for tubular track operation.

**O Standard Gauge Lighted Lock-On**
- Item No. 10-1021
- $3.99

The RealTrax Lock-On is an easy-to-use lock-on accessory. Slide the lock-on under your standard gauge track sections and plug in the included plug-in to your accessory to make your track sections come alive! The lock-on features a pre-wired control panel complete with three different colors of lights and an adjustable brightness switch. The set includes a removable base and a set of six power line insulators. Assembled, includes a removable base and six power line insulators.

**Hi Tension Tower Set**
- Item No. 30-1056
- $59.95

This 3-Tower Set sports intricately detailed construction, complete with an intricately detailed construction and three sets of intricately detailed construction. Each tower comes completely assembled, includes a removable base and six power line insulators.

**Hi-railers to ... and many have lighting and operational features. These accessories add the extra touches that help make a layout special.**

**Big Mo Trailer**
- Item No. 60-1045
- $9.95

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Single**
- Item No. 30-1025
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.

**Traffic Light Set-Double**
- Item No. 30-1026
- $5.99

Enjoy the lighted lock-on in any manufacturer's tubular O 0-92 or standard gauge track section. The built-in lamp and light whenever power is applied to the track is pre-wired for easy installation. Controlling reference to which track sections are powered up.
Die-Cast Metal Construction

- O Scale Yard Master Tower 10 1/2" H x 8 1/2" (diameter) Item No. 30-11067 $11.95
- O Scale Water Tower 10" x 7 3/4" Item No. 30-11068 $11.95
- O Scale 12 Piece Figure Set #2 Item No. 30-11069 $11.95
- Power Wiring 1 Piece Running, 2 Min Running, 2 Max Running Item No. 30-11070 J-O 4" Height
- Working 8 Piece Set Item No. 30-50007 $11.95

Ike-Beam 8 Piece Set

- I-Beam 8 Piece Set Item No. 30-50007 $12.95

O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

TIP
Use small pinches of poster tack to hold passenger figures and other movable accessories in place. This will keep them from falling over when the train moves without causing any permanent damage to surfaces they are stuck to.

Die-Cast Metal Construction

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

- O Scale Tell Tale 8" x 3" Item No. 30-11026 $19.95
- O Lamp Platform Light Set Item No. 30-11032 $19.95

- O Lamp Tri-Color Park Light Set Item No. 30-11031 $29.95
- O Lamp Street Gas Light Set Item No. 30-11033 $24.95
- O Lamp Triple Park Light Set Item No. 30-11035 $29.95
- #56 Gas Lamp Set 6 3/4" Tall (Copper) Item No. 30-1069 $24.95
- #57 Corner Lamp Set 7 1/2" Tall (Gray) Item No. 30-1068 $24.95
- #580-1 Teardrop Lamp Set 6 3/4" Tall (Green) Item No. 30-1070 $19.95
- #580-2 Teardrop Lamp Set 6 3/4" Tall (Green) Item No. 30-1080-A $19.95
- #580-2 Teardrop Lamp Set 6 3/4" Tall (Silver) Item No. 30-1082-A $19.95
- #580-2 Teardrop Lamp Set 6 3/4" Tall (Maroon) Item No. 30-1081-A $19.95

- Operating Block Signal 9 1/8" Tall Item No. 30-1078-A $24.95
- Operating Semaphore 9 5/8" Tall Item No. 30-1075 $29.95
- Operating Crossing Gate Signal 9" Tall Item No. 30-1072 $24.95
- Operating Crossing Gate Signal 9" Tall Item No. 30-1073 $29.95
- Operating Break Signal 9" Tall Item No. 30-1077 $24.95
- Operating Banana Tree Item No. 30-1079 $24.95
- Operating Banana Tree Item No. 30-1084 $24.95
- #151 Operating Block Signal 9 1/8" Tall Item No. 30-1079 $24.95
- #152 Operating Block Signal 9 1/8" Tall Item No. 30-1078 $24.95
- #154 Highway Flashing Signal 9 1/8" Tall Item No. 30-1074 $29.95
- #153 Operating Block Signal 9 1/8" Tall Item No. 30-1076 $29.95

- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95
- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95
- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95
- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95
- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95
- O Scale Flood Light Tower Item No. 30-11030 $19.95

Die-Cast Metal Construction

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95

- O Scale Pedestrian Crosswalk Item No. 30-9053 $49.95
In the twenty years that M.T.H. has been on the model railroading scene, we have reinvigorated the industry by providing a level of value and quality unmatched by our competitors. Now you can get the inside story on the history of Mike Wolf and the company he founded. The forthcoming 350+ page hardcover M.T.H. History Book beautifully captures the essence and story of M.T.H. Electric Trains through the easy-reading narrative of an M.T.H. aficionado. Also featuring almost 1900 full-color photos, the book contains a complete history of our product line through the 2000 volume 2 catalog, making it the most complete history to-date of M.T.H. products. It is an invaluable resource for any M.T.H. fan.

The first M.T.H. layout video features the best of M.T.H. in action on sensational layouts plus useful tips on layout building. Included are the spectacular 70 x 45 foot high-rail layout of Tony Lash and the M.T.H. Showroom display. Also featured is an interview with Mike Wolf and a two-level, scale-detailed layout custom built under the direction of internationally known designer Richard Johnson. Be prepared to be amazed.

60 minutes. $19.95

Produced by TM Books and Video, creators of the popular I Love Toy Trains video series.
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In this section are some of the finest accessories you can add to your layout. Each one represents our Die-Cast Metal Construction. The result is a layout that is the envy of all of your friends.

Die-Cast Metal Construction

Radar Tower
10 1/4" x 6 1/4" x 7 1/2"
Item No. 30-9032
$39.95

Rotary Beacon
5" x 5" x 12"
Item No. 30-9033
$39.95

#600 Operating Crossing Gate
Item No. 30-9118
$79.95

#334 Dispatch Board
10 1/2" x 4 1/4" x 7 1/2"
Item No. 30-9022
$99.95

Gabe The Lamplighter
Item No. 30-9120
$149.95

This unpainted Santa Fe F-3 Unit is part of the perfect complement for any Santa Fe F-3 Super Chief sets.

Santa Fe F-3 A Unit
Item No. 30-2137
$59.95

Load logs onto your cars like a professional with the operating log loader that insures your cars load in a timely manner.

#787 Log Loader
Item No. 30-9119
$199.95

Brighten your railroad for night time operation; Gabe The Lamplighter makes the long climb to the top of the tower to light the lamps, then climbs back down the ladder.

Santa Fe F-3 A Unit
Item No. 30-2137
$59.95

This unpainted Santa Fe F-3 Unit is part of the perfect complement for any Santa Fe F-3 Super Chief sets.
RailTown™ Buildings

Half the fun of model railroading is building a layout, and with RailKing® RailTown™ buildings, layout expansion is just a few steps away. MTH offers a wide variety of RailTown buildings, to help you create whatever kind of atmosphere you want: rural or urban, nostalgic or modern. Operating buildings move your layout’s activity beyond the trains, adding fun and excitement to the whole pike. RailTown buildings are a perfect addition on any O Gauge layout, as each is sized for use with all O Gauge locomotives and rolling stock.

Features
- Completely Pre-Assembled
- Fully Decorated
- Easy-to-Wire Interior Lights
- Colorfully painted

Wiring Buildings and Accessories
It is easy to wire multiple RailTown buildings and MTH accessories in parallel so they are controlled by a single power source and save unnecessary wiring. To do this sequential wiring, simply run lead wires from the transformer posts and hook the red and black wires on your accessories and lights into the appropriate wire. Run long lead wires when you build your layout, giving yourself plenty of room to add and easily connect accessories over the years.
Can be operated individually or paired to make a full-service operating yard accessory.

The roof of the storage tank lowers and raises to indicate that it has been emptied and refilled.

The attendant is lowered to the top of a waiting tank car (sold separately) where he puts the hose fittings on the dome. After a pause to fill the tank, he and the hose are lifted out of the way so the car can move on.

More lights and accessories return to our Tinplate Traditions® lineup in full color and durable metal construction. Each full-sized lamp and trackside accessory features stamped metal or die-cast construction. There are no plastic bases and poles in any of these accessories. They are the perfect way to bring charm and nostalgia to your tinplate layout.
Even if you are working in a small space, M.T.H. has plenty of products that let you build a realistic, action-packed layout. Find all the items filling this 4x8 layout in our catalog.

- **Radar Tower**
  - Item No. 30-9032
  - Page 108

- **Pennsylvania Switch Tower**
  - Item No. 30-9031
  - Page 111

- **Telephone Pole Set**
  - Item No. 30-1088
  - Page 104

- **Pennsylvania, N-8 Caboose**
  - Item No. 20-9104
  - Page 74

- **Pennsylvania, Operating Box Car with Signal Man**
  - Item No. 30-7465
  - Page 43

- **O Scale Cantilevered Signal Bridge**
  - Item No. 30-1009
  - Page 105

- **Passenger Station Platform**
  - Item No. 30-9006
  - Page 111

- **Pennsylvania Hopper Car**
  - Item No. 30-7577
  - Page 37

- **Alco PAAA and B Unit Diesel Locomotive Set**
  - Item No. 30-2218/30-2218-3
  - Page 25

- **O Scale Operating Crossing Gate Signal**
  - Item No. 30-1092
  - Page 105

- **#4 Country House**
  - Item No. 30-9047
  - Page 111

- **PRR 2-8-0 Consolidation Steam Locomotive**
  - Item No. 30-1159
  - Page 20

- **Passenger Station**
  - Item No. 30-9006
  - Page 111

- **Pennsylvania Hopper Car**
  - Item No. 30-7577
  - Page 37

- **Radar Tower**
  - Item No. 30-9032
  - Page 108
LIMITED ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

All M.T.H. products purchased from an Authorized M.T.H. Train Merchant are covered by this warranty. See our Website at www.mth-railking.com or call 1-888-640-3700 to identify an Authorized M.T.H. Train Merchant near you.

All products are warranted for one year from the date of purchase against defects in material or workmanship, excluding light bulbs and tires. This does not apply to any service or repairs required due to normal wear and tear such as fading bodies, and it does not extend to any products returned to M.T.H. Electric Trains, Inc. after one year of being out of service or storage. This warranty does not cover damage caused by improper care, cleaning, or use. Transportation costs incurred in the return of the product are the responsibility of the owner. This warranty does not extend to any service or repairs required due to improper care, cleaning, or use.

Items sent for repair must be accompanied by a return authorization number, a description of the problem, and a copy of the original sales receipt from an Authorized M.T.H. Train Merchant, which gives the date of purchase. Call 410-381-2580, fax 410-423-0009, or e-mail the Service Department at service@mth-railking.com to obtain a return authorization number.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights that vary from state to state.

Service Department
M.T.H. Electric Trains, Inc.
7020 Gateway Drive
Columbia, MD 21046-1532

Not all products depicted in this catalog are production models. In some cases, the items pictured may be HO, O Scale or some other scale product. All item's graphic features and content are subject to change after publication. All product features may be verified on their retail packages.

©2000, M.T.H. Electric Trains, 7020 Cuthbert Gateway Drive, Columbia Maryland 21046-1532
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